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Release Note

• Work in parallel — With the Workspace manager multiple SI’s can now work 
in their own reserved part of a project.

• Experience new design opportunities thanks to a new set of  
design tools and functions.

• Analysis on the denmand —  With HTML reports on graphs, operators can 
quickly analyse the data presented in the graph.
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IGSS version 15 introduces a range of  new features and improvements to ensure that we meet the requirements 

of  a modern SCADA system when it comes to user friendliness, work efficiency, connectivity and remote access. 

Several features fulfil direct requests from our customers, others are implemented to give customers a better and 

easier user experience and to comply with various industry standards for SCADA systems.
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Introduction

Improvements in IGSS 15 are focused around these areas:
In version 15 we have improved various areas concerning the severity indication in Supervise. 

Improvements allowing for a better implementation of  ISA 101 on several of  IGSS descriptors such as Buttons, 

Text, Rectangles and etc. This will allow process industries to meet the requirements of  the IEC 62682 International 

Standard “Management of  alarms systems for the process industries” adapted from the ANSI/ISA-18.2-2009 

standard on a wider scale when designing mimics.

New tools for better and mor effective Human-Machine Interface design. Several new functions provide a 

cleaner, more modern, simple “look & feel” with minimal use of  colors as recomended by the ISA 101 standard. 

This includes new symbols for states such as Manuel, Service and Interlock. Some descriptors now also include 

functions such as Shadow, to add a new visual element, or the Descriptor property move, in order to move diagrams 

in Supervise without title bar. 

Work efficiency for everyone who uses the IGSS SCADA system to monitor plants or design mimics is improved 

with new tools for the system designer such as Zoom and canvas Pan in definition, Descriptor in group is now 

selectable and Workspace Manager for better collaberation between system integrators and etc.

Smart features include object’s GPS location to open in Google Maps, HTML reports for analysis and a Translation 

tool to translate texts in Definition Project.

“Under the hood” improvements for high performance & stability of  IGSS
Building on SQLite fundementals from previous version. With version 15 of  IGSS, the Maintenance and 

Note Database have been migrated from Microsoft Access databases to SQLite databases. Furthermore the 

Maintenance interface to the Maintenance data, has changed, so Operator Stations can access the Maintenance 

data from the server through the IGSS Dataserver. This means that Operator Stations no longer need access to a 

report folder shared by the server to use the Maintenance module.

Faster and smoother loading of  IGSS projects. In IGSS V15 the load time has been improved significantly to 

boost the startup time for the entire system, including features like Online Update. 

Faster deployment with Check and Deploy. The process has also been optimised to preform a faster operation 

inorder to minimize the downtime notably. 

Dialog performance improvement. More specifically you can expect improved performance 

in: Shelve/Inhibit Alarms dialogs, State and Commands property page, Alarm 

Texts dialog, Edit Alarm dialog, the Object Browser dialog, 

Font toolbar and Property Tabel View.
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For Plant Operators and System Designers
In IGSS version 15 numerous new features have been added that will benefit both system designers and plant oper-

ators in their daily work with IGSS.  

GPS coordinates on objects

Using GPS Coordinates on objects operators will 

be able to easily locate pump stations and other 

geographical distributed objects with Maps.

This feature is enabled by default in System 

Configuration > Supervise and Language tab:

Add GPS coordinates
The GPS coordinates for an object location 

can be added through both Definition and 

Supervise: 

In Definition the location can be entered 

in Property Table View: Please note, that 

adding GPS Coordinates from Definition on a 

running system is not recommended. Since 

GPS coordinates are stored as live data, the 

object can be updated in the meantime with 

a newer data timestamp resulting in your GPS 

coordinates data input being too old.

If  you want to enter many coordinates online, it can instead be done using the ODBC interface. First start the 

ODBC Server from IGSS Master. In Microsoft Access simply link the tables from the Machine Data Source: 

IGSSv15 ODBC Network DS, and open the table ONLINE_CONF where latitude and longitude can be found for 

each object in the IGSS Project.

In Supervise the location can be entered directly by an operator on an object 

via the object menu. The operator needs to enter both Latitude and Longitude 

for the Location to be accurate 

then click Show to open a 

browser with map.

Location on Maps
By using the object menu, 

when GPS Location has been set, selecting Show on map will open your 

default browser with the map URL and location parameters as defined in registry entry:

\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Schneider Electric\IGSS32\

V15.00.00\DefRun32_HKLM\MapLocationURL

This URL can be modified to suit the Map provider preferred. Please 

note that GPS Location support has also been added to the IGSS 

Mobile APP, so objects with location can be found and updated while 

“on the road”.

The Object Location menu.

Definition: Enter GPS coordinates in Property Table View

Object GPS-coordinates checkbox in System Configuration

GPS Location Editor in Supervise

Object Location shown on Google Maps.
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Statistical HTML report for graphs

Using HTML reports on graphs operators will be able to quickly analyse the data 

presented in the graph. This feature can be used simply by selecting HTML Report on 

the graph toolbar or in the graph menu:

Generate Graph Report
The HTML report in generated directly in Supervise from an Embedded Graph or from a Graph Window. Reports 

may include both analog and digital objects, each signal type presented with different statistical results.

Report in browser

When Generate is selected the statistical results are written to a HTML file which is then presented in the default 

browser on the system.

The graph report may include a snapshot of  the graph itself  if  selected under Report includes.

From the browser, the report, can now easily be printed or saved as pdf  for further analysis or future use.

Note that if  the graph is zoomed, the Zoom overview will be included in the graph snapshot. If  this is undesired, the 

Zoom Overview chart can be hidden before generating the Report. The same goes for other graph tools like “Show 

Values”.

Each analog signal shows result for:

• Maximum value (including time for occurance).

• Minimum Value (including time for occurance).

• Average.

• Change (including begin and end value).

• Standard deviation.

• Sum.

• Number of  data points.

Each digital signal shows result for:

• Number of  state changes.

• Top states including time active as timespan and % of  
period length.

• Number of  data points.

Each statistical result can be toggled off, as it might not add any value for a given type of  data.
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If  part of  data for the graph period selected has not been retrieved or has not been logged, the report will state, at 

the bottom of  each statistical result, that the data is incomplete.

If  you wish to change the style of  the HTML report, it is possible doing so by modifying the graphstyle.css file in the 

output folder for the graph. The output folder is the current user’s temp directory.

For more details on using Graph Reports please see the IGSS Supervise Help.
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Descriptor icons for Manual, Interlock, and Service

Improved visualization of  current state using the built in special 

state icons for descriptors valuable information is shown to the 

operator with just a small effort in design time.

The icons for each state are designed like in a way so they can 

be easily distinguished.

Display of  state icons is an additional feature to Alarm Severity Icons displayed in the top right corner. So for 

state icons to be drawn, “Alarm icon on Symbols and/or Labels” must be enabled in System Configuration -> 

Supervise and Language tab.

Each state icon can be assigned to a bit in the PLC, either defined in the Bit Map I/O mapping or the Alarm Bit 

mapping.

Assign State Icon Bits

Analog objects as well as other 

objects can use the alarm bits 

to indicate a special state:

Please note that the bits to 

indicate specific state, still 

works as alarm indicator bits. 

If  you do not want a specific 

state to trigger an alarm, you 

can define an event for the 

indication.

For digital objects the state bits 

can also be used to indicate a 

specific special state:

You should note that the special 

indicator state bits, still work as 

state indicator bits. This means 

you will have to assign names 

for the valid state combinations.

Analog Template: Pick the state bits desired on the alarm bits of  the template.

Digital Template: Pick the state bits desired on the digital template.
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Icon in use

State icons can be drawn on values or labels, as well as next 

to the descriptors where Severity alarms can be drawn – these 

include: Symbols, Bars, Texts, Buttons, Rectangles, Rectangular 

fields and Animated Symbols. 

Please note that just like the Severity Icons these state icons can be replaced with your own custom icons. As long 

as they are placed in the Project folder under:  “…\Symbols\Severity\”.

Severity Improvements for version 15

In version 15 we have improved various areas concerning the severity indication in Supervise. With these 

improvements we continue our journey of  better implementation of  ISA 101 “High Performance” HMI standards in 

IGSS.

Severity in Embedded Alarm List

Severity icons was missing in Embedded Alarm list in Supervise. To align with the Alarm module, the a severity 

column can now be added to the list. 

Severity icons for Bar, Button, Rectangle, Rectangular Field and Text.

Severity indications with alarm frame and icon were previously only available for Symbols and Animated Symbols 

With version 15 the above descriptors can draw severity indication enabling wider use of  this functionality.

Example of  use. Obviously fewer icons would be visible at the same time in real live.

In order to draw state icon, you must indicate which part of  the 
descriptor, should display icon indication.

Embedded Alarm List with Severity Icons.

Various descriptors supporting Severity alarm icon and frame indication.
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Severity icon overlap

Whether you are using the built in symbol icons to indicate specific state on a descriptor, or your own custom 

symbols, you may wish to adjust the distance from the descriptor.

This can be done by setting the Icon overlap (x,y), to specify how much the state icons should overlap with 

descriptor itself.

Please note that the Icon overlap setting is Station wide, meaning it applies to all descriptors in the Project with 

severity/state indication icons.

Hide Severity icon/frame indication

Having added support for severity icons and frame 

for additional descriptors, will perhaps result in 

severity indication on navigation buttons or other 

places, where the indication is unwanted. To avoid 

this, you will now be able to hide severity indication, 

while maintaining the alarm indication on the 

descriptor.

Note: If  your IGSS 15 installation does not include the above feature please run IGSS Update.

Descriptor Property Move

The possibility of  creating diagrams with a thin frame and no title bar in a IGSS offers a new way of  designing 

diagrams/facplates with a moder UI look and feel. However a problem arises when a operator still needs the ability 

to move fx. a popup diagram or faceplate around in order do see or operate on other elements in the background.

To solve this, a new property has been developed for certain descriptors. Under Miscellaneous a setting feature 

can be used which will allow to move the descriptor when clicked and dragged.

The Can move diagram 

property can be found 

under Descriptor Properties 

: Miscellaneous for the 

following descriptors: Text, 

Picture, Polygon, Ellipse and 

Rectangle.

The descriptor is typically 

designed to reassemble 

the look of  a title bar. But it 

is entirely up to the designer how to utilize the functionality. For example an image with arrows could be used to 

indicate to the user/operator that the diagram/faceplate can be dragged.

Setting Icon overlap in System Configuration. With or without Icon overlap set (5 pixels).

Hide Severity alarm icon/frame indication from the Display tab.

Property: Can move diagram for a Text.
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Moving diagram in Supervise

When the Can move diagram properties has been set for say 

a Rectangle and a Text in a custom drawn title bar like below, 

an operator will intuitively use this area to move the diagram 

when desired. By combining this feature with button actions, the 

diagrams can be designed to have the look and feel the designer 

wishes. 

Graph options: Line thickness and Smoothing

Text missing for this section

Diagram with custom toolbar buttons and custom title bar Faceplate with custom buttons and custom title bar
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For System Integrators - Enigeering and Designing in Defintion

EnergiNet.dk Driver 

Extract the billing data from the cloud 

with IGSS’s new driver 94 by using 

the EnergiNet API. With this driver 

users can now log and monitor usage 

of  kWh and the costs directly with 

IGSS. 

The solution provide a great way to 

monitor and report energy use in a 

simple way. With the first iteration of  

this driver only the monthly settlement 

data is available. 

Setting up the driver in System Configuration

Energinet.dk driver is a new that can be used to collect metered data, the driver number for it is 94. The electricity 

consumption data of  your plant needs to be available through energinet.dk, and you will need an account to get the 

Refresh Token from www.energinet.dk to access your meter. 

Mapping the driver in Definition 

Once the Driver is setup, you are able to map 

your meter data with objects in the Definition 

module. This is done by going to the Object 

Browser and selecting the object that is 

intended to be used. Then opening the object 

and in the Object Properties under the Atom 

Mapping tab select the 7TENERGINET driver, 

select the Node to be used and finally enter 

the Meter ID. 

Find function improvement

By searching with the Find feature a user 

can quickly navigate around in a Project and 

work on the subject that’s been searched for. 

Instead of  browsing around, wasting time, 

users can quickly find a piece of  text used 

with most item types. 

In IGSS version 15 we further improved the 

Find feature to also include Calculations, 

VBA and Graphs to the Items that can be 

searched for. See the full list below:Mapping Meter ID to analog object value

Energinet Driver Setup 

• Object names and descriptions

• Alarm texts

• Template names and descriptions

• Atom display names in standard objects (analog, digital, 
counter, string and table) and templates

• Area and diagram names

• Graphs

• Button texts

• Texts used in text fields  

• Texts used inside grid descriptors

• Calculations

• VBA
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Using the Find features

Find can be located in the menu: Edit-> 

Find… or quickly accessed using shortcuts 

F3 or Ctrl+F.

In Definition Find will search for texts in the 

entire project enabling the designer to quickly 

locate whatever needs to be looked after.

In Supervise Find will just search for object 

names and description enabling the operator 

to quickly get around if  lost in the navigation.

When entering a text and clicking Find All 

presents the search results as shown in the 

image. 

Double clicking a search result will bring up 

the relevant dialog or diagramso the user can 

continue working on the searches item. 

Workspace Manager

With the Workspace manager multiple SI’s can work in parallel but within their own reserved part of  a project.

Creating workspaces via the ‘Workspace Manager’ helps organize the work on the entire project, and ensures 

a safe import of  

changed diagrams 

without interfering 

with the other SI’s 

work .

Workflow

On the Server a 

System Integrator(SI) 

can reserve the 

diagrams to work 

on when off  the 

server. A Workspace 

is created by using 

the Workspace 

manager dialog, 

then adding a name 

to it and reserving 

the diagrams the SI 

wishes to work on.

When the SI has reserved the diagrams. The Project with the Workspace can be exported from IGSS Master. The SI 

can now take the workspace project .zip file and work og the project from the home office.

Search results in Definition

Reserved Diagrams in Workspace
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When working from the home office the System Intgrator can do the following:

• Descriptors can be created, moved or deleted.

• Diagrams can be created.

• Templates can be created or changed. (If  changed you will

• get an option under re-import to create a new template.)

• Objects can be created, changed or deleted. No objects will be deleted under re-import.

When the SI has finalized his/her work in the Workspace, the SI has to export the workplace, and import it back to 

the server for the changes to occure.

To work further on the workspace, the Workspace Project can be exported once again. If  no more work is to be 

done, the Workspace can be deleted, so the diagrams are no longer reserved for others to work on.

Set Operator Stations updates on hold

By setting Operator Station Updates on Hold, a SI can make changes on the Server without disturbing the operator  

stations and interfer as little as possible, this way SI can maintain control while testing updates on the server before 

relasing them.

How to use the feature

On the Server, go to IGSS Master 

> Design and Setup and select 

the “Hold Update” button.

This will tell IGSS not to restart 

Operator stations, which force 

them to download Project 

changes, when an online update 

is deployed on the Server. As a 

System Integrator you can now 

work peacefully on the project. 

When “Check and Deploy” is 

carried out, the server will make 

an online update on the IGSS 

project server only. 

OP’s will still not be able to send 

commands during the short time 

of  the server deploy. But OP’s 

are kept alive and the connection 

to the server is automatically 

restored when the update is 

complete. 

If  an Operator wishes the new 

updates, before the update has 

been pushed from the Server, 

the Operator can simply click 

“Restart” to get the newest 

changes.

When your work on the IGSS project is completed, you will enable OP Station updates by clicking “Push Update“. 

You will be asked to push the updates now, alternatively Operator Stations will be updated with the next Check and 

Deploy or on Server/OP Station restart.

Control Rollouts from IGSS Master on the Server by holding back updates.

Control the Rollouts by pushing updates from the Server.
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Please note, that changes done in System Configuration will not be set on hold. These changes can include system 

critical changes, that are not possible to perform using an Online Update.

Translation Tool

With the IGSS Translation Tool 

you can translate all texts 

in your Definition Project to 

another language. With a multi 

language project, the Operator 

can change the language in 

IGSS Master and it will be 

reflected in Supervise.

Using the Translation Tool

The translation tool 

(ConfigTranslate.exe) can be 

located in your IGSS installation 

folder, typically:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Schneider Electric\IGSS32\V15.0\GSS

After startup you first point to the location of  your Project, and open the .ELM file. Now you can select Source 

language and Target language, or create a new Target language, if  it has not been specified.

Import and Export...

You can only add or change a single row of  Target Text by double clicking the item. But typically when you want to 

translate a large Project, you will Export the language pair to Microsoft Excel®. From Excel texts can be entered 

or other language translation tools supporting the format can be used to do the translation job. When complete the 

Excel files can be imported. 

Note!!!

Please make sure you are not working on the Project in Definition / System Configuration or a running Project while 

importing. We recommend working on a copy of  your entire Project folder.

Bar graph Customization

With each version of  IGSS we aim to modernize various aspects of  our product. It can be larger portions of  the 

code, or minor changes to our descriptors to keep look en feel up to date.

One of  the smaller things we have adjusted is the look of  the Bar Graph. Two things have changed in relation to the 

Bar Graph properties:

• The arrow of  the bar scale can be toggled off.

• The scale lines are drawn only on the outside of  the bar scale.

Both of  these changes result in a more minimalistic looking bar 

graph and more modern from previous versions. How ever we 

have only removed parts of  the descriptor, that are not adding 

any value to the interpretation of  the value represented by the 

bar. 

IGSS Project Translation Tool

Bar Graph V14 Bar Graph V15
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Button action for each menu item

With Button Actions the designer can add a number of  available actions from the menu on a IGSS button descriptor.

This enables easy access to functionality only otherwise available from the menus, which gives an advantage 

especially for projects running in fullscreen or projects designed for a touch like experience.

Using Button action

The new menu Button Actions from menus can be found in Button Properties : Miscellaneous under Object Action:

All menu items are available, so a toolbar consisting of  buttons with the functionality desired can be designed. 

Some button actions relate to their connected object. Remember to disable alarm and severity icon/frame indication 

on the connected buttons, as showing this might interfer with the overall design as it is visual noise and can add to 

the cognitive overload.

In Supervise when the actions for button 

properties have been defined for a series of  

the controls as intended, the result can be 

efficient and intuitive interface design. 

Note!!! A button is disabled if  its 

corresponding menu item is disabled.

Diagram with custom toolbar buttons and custom title bar
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Zoom and Pan in Definition

Pan and Zoom in IGSS V15 are functionalities made for SI in mind. The purpose for these functionalites is to make 

it easier to move around the canvas and zoom in/out as the SI is designing and positioning elements on the actual 

diagram.

Panning in Definition will allow the designer to pan more freely in the canvas. With Pan in Definition a user can now 

keep all design tools locked on top and easily 

navigate to the bottom or to the sides of  a 

diagram. 

Panning around the canvas can be done with the 

following 2 methods:

• Method 1: Press and hold space while moving the 
mouse.

• Method 2: Use the scroll wheel to move up and 
down. Hold Shift to move left and right.

Note!!! that the position of  the design canvas 

will reset if  you restart Definition. 

Zooming with the Magnifier will allow the SI to 

work more accurately within Definition especially when wanting to align descriptor items.

To activate the Magnifier press the Win and + key. Now you can zoom and you can even change the type of  zoom, 

to the one you prefer.

To exit press Win and Esc key.

Zoom can also be activated from the Standard 

Toolbar and from the View->Magnifier menu.

Descriptor in group selectable

By grouping descriptors in IGSS, the designer can 

group multiple descriptors together. But selecting 

descriptor in the group was not possible, and 

required you to ungroup. Now by keeping Ctrl+Shift 

down while clicking on a descriptor, the designer can 

select a specific descriptor inside the group, to move 

it individually or edit its properties.

Default font option

It is now easier to reuse the same font in various 

parts of  the project. You can simply select the font 

you want, either by specifying the font, or clicking on 

an existing text on the Diagram. 

Now select Default and this font will be used 

going forward for new texts written in text boxes, 

on buttons etc.
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Re-use style properties from last drawn descriptor

When drawing Pies, Bars, Polylines and Pipes, you would typically want to use the same styles as already set for 

the specific type of  descriptor on the diagram. If  there is no descriptor of  this type on the diagram, you likely want 

to use the styles from the last added descriptor in the Project.

With v15 this happens automatically. The last added 

descriptor act as a kind of  default. For exampel if  the last 

added pipe is 7 pixels wide with a blue shade, the next pipe 

drawn will have the same style properties.

Shadow option for some descriptors

Shadow width can be added for Polygon, Ellipse and 

Rectangle. Go to Descriptor Properties and then to 

Geometry, click on Shadow Width to set a width for the 

shadow.

Afterwards go to Static Colors, and choose Shadow 

Color to select the color of  the shadow.

Objects on map for IGSS application

Operators are now be able to components that are geographically distributed by using the smartphone.

When GPS coordinates are added in Supervise, by entering the GPS values for the object, or by using the IGSS 

Mobile from a location of  a pump station and pressing the “Save New Object Location” button, a set of  GPS 

coordinates are then stored for the given object.

These coordinates are now visible in Object Details. You can use the IGSS Mobile App to find the object by locating 

the object in question in the App, going to the Object Details and clicking on the Location field. A new view with a 

map is opened, by pressing the map icon to the right in Object Coordinates field. The smartphone navigation app 

can now be opened and can be used to navigate to the object location.
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Dark Mode for IGSS App on iOS

Text missing for this section

Preformance improvements 

Maintenance and Note database migrated to SQLite

With version 15 of  IGSS two of  our Project supporting databases have been migrated from Microsoft Access 

databases to SQLite databases.

Furthermore the Maintenance interface to the Maintenance data, has changed, so Operator Stations can access the 

Maintenance data from the server through the IGSS Dataserver. This means that Operator Stations no longer need 

access to a report folder shared by the server to use the Maintenance module.

Using SQLite - MntDb.sdb and NoteDb.sdb

In order to migrate the databases, you will be asked to point to the current report folder when the IGSS Project is to 

be converted from version 14 to 15. 

After pointing to the folder the note and maintenance mdb files will be migrated to the new SQLite format with the 

file extension sdb.

Unless you have special scripts to take backup of  these databases, the new format means nothing for the 

functionality of  IGSS itself. The performance has been improved with the use of  the SQLite database engine, but 

this is properly unnoticeable for these relatively small databases.

If  you want to browse the content of  the databases, you can no longer use Microsoft Access®, but we recommend 

DB Browser for SQLite.

Maintenance Interface

As mentioned above the interface to the Maintenance data used by the Maintenance module has also changed 

enabling an Operator Station to access Maintenance data through the IGSS Dataserver instead of  from a shared 

report folder location on the network.

Job notes and descriptions text files are also read and updated through this interface, so it is only if  you have 

other files (doc, pdf  etc.) attached to your jobs, you will need to share or copy these between stations, so they are 

accessible with the same path name.

Many other bug fixes, corrections and GUI improvements

Text missing for this section

Loading Projects

In version 15 we have improved various areas in the code to optimize performance. These performance 

improvements will typically be most noticeable on larger systems. But even on smaller projects, things will feel much 

smoother. 

Various modules load the IGSS Project. So 

improving the load time here improves the startup 

time of  the entire system, including features like 

Online Update.
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Check and Deploy 

Check and Deploy also loads the project, but various other 

aspect of  the code has been optimized as well.

Property Table View

Filling up datatables in Property Table 

View can time consuming for large 

configurations. In version 14 filling the 

OPC table was greatly improved, and 

in version 15 we have improved the 

performance opening the Property Table 

View for Alarms.

Dialog Controls

Various dialogs containing long dropdown lists or 

list views have been improved in terms of  opening 

speed. More specifically you can expect improved 

performance in: Shelve/Inhibit Alarms dialogs, 

State and Commands property page, Alarm Texts 

dialog, Edit Alarm dialog, the Object Browser 

dialog and the Font toolbar.

Measurements V14 vs V15

The performance tests below are performed with a Project containing 55966 objects, 19 areas and 21092 alarm 

texts.


